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Level 1 : Very Easy For the LEVEL-UP version of this book, please check out "The Book of 100

Dragons LEVEL 2" from the same author. This is a compendium of Rossy Zapata's dragon

drawings made mostly during early 2005 up to 2009, formatted into a coloring book perfect for

dragon lovers. It includes dragon depictions from around the world (ranging from classic European,

to Mexican, Chinese, Japanese, South Korean, Bhutanese, Indonesian, and many more). It comes

in an assortment of both simple and complex designs, both full body and head-busts, some

friendly-looking, some fierce-looking, so if you intend to share or swap during coloring parties or

while having quality time with your little ones, there's at least one dragon suited for every age range,

one dragon for each personality type, one dragon for any mood. This coloring book is formatted as

Single-page drawings, don't worry about bleeding media anymore! Also suited for people interested

in coloring as a form of ASMR theraphy (Autonomous sensory meridian response )
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This is a good coloring book, if you know what you're getting.This book is filled with simple

drawings. They aren't without detail, but they lack super-fine detail and any trace of background.

The pictures are well done, mostly European in style.This book would probably be too simple to be

called an adult coloring book, and the paper quality is not the best, but it's not the worst either. It

was perfect for my dragon fanatic seven year old. It has plenty to keep him busy too; 100 is really a

lot of dragons to color.



This product came up when searching for "adult coloring books" but the images are more childish

with much larger pieces to color and aren't as detailed as other adult coloring books I've seen.

Didn't know this until the product arrived since the product images do not include any images of the

dragons to color.

This coloring book was on a wishlist for a friend, so I had to snag it for its price. I was intensely

impressed with the sheer size of it! It has more pages to color than you could imagine. The pictures

are easy on details, but they are quality printed and on nice paper. The book is bound very well. I

think this coloring book is just perfect for a Dragon Enthusiast who wants a variety of different

dragons to color. I would certainly recommend it at this price to anyone looking to score a gift or for

someone who wants one of their own!

Got this for my 7yr old son. It is big. The pictures are on one side of the page so he doesn't get

upset when he wants to put one on the wall.

My daughter is 8 years old and she loves is drawing and coloring... and one of her favorite things to

draw is dragons. This is a really great book for kids, but it's not really geared towards adults.We

have actually gone through two of these and purchased the Level 2 book. Highly recommended for

any young dragon fans!

My son loves dragons, from how to train your dragon to dragonology, he loves it all. This coloring

book has lots of neat dragons. There were a couple designs he didn't like but with so many to

choose from it was a great book for him.

I super impressed with the quality of the pages. Each picture is on it's own page--which makes it

great for my son who wants to put each picture on the wall and he doesn't have to worry about not

being able to show each and every dragon he has so meticulously worked on!

If you love dragons and very different looking dragons then you will love this coloring book. Its for a

child or an adult. Nice big book and dragons can be small on one page and you turn and it could be

a big scary dragon on the next. Would recommend if your a dragon lover
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